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Hi! Thanks.
Tech post-mortem for FEZ (XBLA, coming out shortly)

Me :

Always been programming, elementary school.

Started 3D high school out of interest, game makin’.

Mostly toyed with visual effects, shaders.

Met Phil on Internet, needed programmer for upcoming 
project,

Wanted to make 1st game around that time, interested in his 
visual style/design

3-month prototype gets IGF attention

Finish Bacc. Comp sci

Full-time for 4 years
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If you’re here, probably heard about it...

Lucky that nearly everyone did!
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To give you an idea of the world aesthetic in action…

Platforming is pretty “realistic” in that it’s not very floaty

Gomez (white guy) is not a ninja

Goal is to collect golden cubes to rebuild an ancient artifact

Interactive levels, navigational puzzles
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World is network of interconnected, but self-contained levels

150+ little rooms and larger areas

To give sense of place, level transitions “in the sky” are 
“seamless”
Level loading & setup happens during transition, in another 
thread

You can see where you went in map, nodes unlock as you go

Map is pretty dense, rendered isometric, and 4-sided nature of 
game -> need help from game to navigate
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World built out of repeated cubic chunks

- Pixel art aesthetic made it natural to consider a tile-based 
world (easier to build)

- Megatextures + unique geometry : too ambitious for 1 artist 
and 1 coder, non-reusable assets = scary

- Axis-aligned tiles also = easier culling (possibly even 
hierarchical)

- So how are they organized?
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- “Trile Sets” = all the possible “triles” that can appear in a 
single level.
- 17 of them in the game

- I’ll go over how these are modeled and textured.
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- No palette limitation by design
- Phil is used to Photoshop

- Emulating color manipulation tools (gradients, color spaces, 
palettes, layers) is hard/time-consuming

- CONVEX : Pixels copied to inside faces for concave, but it's 
usually impossible to see in isometric views

- Also : Small triles, usually convex

- One discrete texture per trile = lots of texture switching

-> Atlasing is a must (as shown)
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Sketchup : 

- Good to test out visual styles initially

- Not made to carve this kind of geometry

- Took Phil forever to do it

- Can't export with the free version
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- Trixel sculpting in the editor

- Realtime mesh simplification

- Start with 8-face cube and carve chunks out

- Texturing is managed externally
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All surfaces are planar, but

there can be pretty complex triles, and 

it shows when the world rotates.
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Trile made of trixels

I keep track of presence like voxels (there or not)

From that, 

- Detect all the outwards-facing faces for trixels that have no 
neighbour in that direction,

- List contiguous surfaces

From surfaces,

Use 2D spiral traversal from the center of the surface to tag 
the biggest possible rectangle in each surface.
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Much like sculpting triles, but for the whole level!

All the blocks = white & untextured

Can build the level like Legos

Then load a trile set and “paint” it.

Also (tools) :

- Group stuff together

- Move it around
- Rotate triles, etc. 

Ability to see level from four sides at all times to see how it 
plays.

Everything’s done from the editor.
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I’m not an artist nor a level designer

Here’s what Phil can do with the tool 

(and his mad pixel art skillz)
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A couple shots “under construction” shots of Fezzer

First prototype not in XNA, in TV3D because it’s what I knew 
(yay watermarks)

More of a CAD interface, with 4 views, and per-trile coloring

Phil preferred face extrusion

Second prototype fullscreen, face selection & extrusion; but no 
triles yet; just faces & colors

Triles came in after, with cubemap textures
Then trixels! And this is the IGF’08 level.
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After basic interface implemented, features came in 
organically.

Either face to face discussion or email, when a sprint is 
started.

Phil reports bugs, we prioritize and fix. Can fix on the spot if 
simple enough.

Features are pushed or dropped based on importance or 
complexity.

Tracking as simple as you can make it and still be intelligible

Too complicated tracking means you won’t use it,

Too simple means it won’t help you.
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If phil says “it would be really cool to have animated trixels for 
NPCs!”,
I’m the one to say “won’t happen”

There’s always tradeoffs.
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The world is on a grid

The grid is axis-aligned and regular

All triles are individual units

 I can cull them independently
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When rotation occurs,

Each 2D cell in level (as seen from screen) caches contained 
triles

to speed up culling

Seethrough triles : vines, doors, grass strands

Offset triles : If moved, we can see behind (like that crate)

Most triles are solid & occupy entire cell
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Absolutely no difference visually from non-culled version (in 
the right viewpoint)
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Preparing and sending draw calls is very costly,

moreso in XNA.

Can’t batch everything once,

batch contents keep changing as we cull.
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Instancing to the rescue!

Instancing is :

Taking a redundant model,

Adding a set of small instance data,

And throw them as a batch to the GPU.

226 => Theoretical maximum of 256, but some other VS 
constants taken by uniform parameters or constants
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Three things needed for geometry instancing.

VB is light despite a lot of geometry output!

Index buffer is larger, can’t avoid it, but still only integers.

At most 16 floats (4x4 matrix) of data per instance.
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Sorry if this slide is dense/technical.

Our approach :

- 4D vector per instance

- W component holds Y-axis rotation

- Instead of whole 4x4 transformation as parameter, rebuild it 
inside VS

- 4x more instances per batch!
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Gomez’s house + many other house interiors = mostly planes 

- Can’t tell the difference

- Easier to draw whole slab of 2D art than split it in 16x16 
chunks

Other planes :

- Explosions

- NPCs & wildlife

- Gomez

No support for animated trixels. (shout out to Voxatron)
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- Sculpted & textured like triles, but bigger

- When splitting in 16x16 chunks is impractical

- Also instanced (lots of duplicates)

All circled little green thingys are art object

- Don’t fit in grid model, overlap triles
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You might’ve noticed DOT in earlier shots/videos

She’s FEZ’s “Navi” or “Fi”

Story-wise it makes sense that she’s one-step-beyond what 
Gomez can see, hence 4D
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World mostly made of triles

=> Why not using them directly for collision info?

No-collide => Unlike immaterial, push Gomez forwards

All-collide => interior closed-up areas.
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These are costless to the renderer.

Only used for collision.

In that case,

Triles really act as a collision map...
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Idea is to

communicate smoothly that he shouldn’t be there.
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Lighting is done in 2D with planes, 

NOT point lights

Ended up doing a pre-pass :

- Shadows can max-out

- Lights can cancel shadows without altering colour

- Lights can add, and be coloured

Without pre-pass, albedo information is lost in shadows

Con : Need to draw everything 2X
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This is 8x speed day/night cycle

Time is mostly visual/aural/atmospheric, 

but has gameplay implications in some areas

Sky color defines :

- Sky layer tinting color (“fog color”)

- Ambient light color

Clouds & cloud shadows become less apparent at night

Additional post-process during dusk/dawn/night

...to make colors pop and dull colors at night

Talk about texture sampling!
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Every action type has associated animation too.
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Actions classes know when they need to start taking control

Basically avoids doing a bit “switch” or having a million 
booleans.
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They are backed by an enumeration that has all the different 
states.

This is how they find out when to start acting,
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...whether or not the action class is active,

And what’s going on when they act.
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There’s also many other flags based on the enums that 
defines other behavioral characteristics.
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Actors are

- tagged trile groups,

- art objects or 

- even volumes or planes 

that do specific things in-game.

Usually have a “manager” class that handles all instances of 
them in a level.
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Was made such that Phil can add and edit scripts without 
fearing syntax errors.

Here’s an example of complex scripts

Act on Gomez actions, entering volumes of space in level, 
level events, etc.

Control camera, control tutorial prompts, dialogue...
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Chose not to use XML because levels (& triles) are formed of a 
LOT of cells

Direct XML representation was too dense, hard to read, heavy 
on disk, long to load
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Vector3 collapsed to single lines instead of x, y, z

Especially useful for large collections of vectors

Dictionary serialization is lean if key can be collapsed to a 
single line

No block-end marker, easier on the eyes if you like curly 
braces! (and who doesn’t, cave story what what)

I definitely suggest you look up more collapsed data 
languages like SDL and YAML.
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Music system is a big part in FEZ, atmosphere and sense of 
place

Disasterpeace used it to track all game music
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Lots of content on the Web about this

...especially since XBLIG games have 
the same issues
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Start profiler, don’t do anything, wait 20-60 seconds, check 
reports.
If you get allocations, that’s garbage and you know where it 
comes from.
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Let the game run for a while,

Do things that you feel are expensive or slow game down,

Highlight section of the gameplay, and look at “hot methods”.

Sometimes surprising!

Explosions were slow in FEZ, I thought it was the particles

It was actually too many sounds being created.

Easy to go on optimization spree and optimize stuff that,s not 
worth it.

Microoptimization can be useful, just need to know where.
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Memory leaks are possible in managed languages like C#

Usually caches that are not cleared, references lying around, 
delegates that are not used but kept, static stuff.

Let the game running, 

Capture heap at a certain point,

Move around, change level, change context, restart game, 
what have you

Recapture heap

Check old references and stuff that wasn’t cleared

Disposable objects not disposed,

Disposed objects not garbage collected,

Etc.
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We avoided XNA 4.0 and hit 
roadblocks later with known bugs

Low-quality video playback in 3.1

TCR struggles : we didn’t even do multiplayer

Bugs with LIVE disconnection, wierd workarounds that 
everyone has to make, why?
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Making the engine, the tools, the game at the same time is 
too much work

A real clean-cut engine, and whole game as scripting, robust 
scripting support which we didn’t think we needed– needs to 
be done from the get go

By rebuilding you will fix those bugs without thinking about it

Have to realise that there is value to thinking it over
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